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husband in Cairo, participated in Surrealist

group exhibitions held there during the

Second World War.

It is, however, the astonishing body of work

that Kar made following her move to London

with her second husband, poet and gallery

owner Victor Musgrave, for which she is now

most celebrated. Kar’s environmental portraits

of artists and writers made during the 1950s

and 1960s are important social documents

of cultural life in post-war Britain.

IN RESEARCHING THE LIFE and work of Ida

Kar for the Gallery’s forthcoming exhibition,

Ida Kar: Bohemian Photographer, 1908–1974,

I was able to make contact with one of her

young photographer friends. Les Smithers

posed alongside Kar in the photograph below

(third from left), taken outside 16 Rex Place,

Mayfair, her home in 1967–9.

Born in Russia to Armenian parents in 1908,

Ida Kar first experimented with photography

while studying in Paris in the late 1920s. Her

studio Idabel, established with her first
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I spoke to Les Smithers about Ida Kar at the

end of November 2010.

Clare Freestone How did you first meet Kar?

Les Smithers I first met Ida Kar on 31 March

1968 when she took part in an exhibition at

the Midland Arts Centre in Birmingham. She

showed interest in my work and kindly invited

me to visit her home in Mayfair the following

weekend.

CF How did you come to be photographed

with her here?

LS Ida had previously advertised in the British

Journal of Photography for a student/PA.

However, in view of the talent that had

replied, it was Victor’s idea that Ida should

change direction and form a group of

budding young photographers. The first two

candidates invited to join were John Couzins

(second from left) and Lawrence Ellar (fourth

from left). I too was invited to join the group,

which Ida had now named KarSEC, made up

from her surname and our initials. It was

agreed that I would live at Rex Place until I

could afford to support myself. The following

weeks were mainly taken up with planning the

launch of our group and posing for the press

release photographs.

CF Can you describe a little of home life

with Kar?
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Samuel Selvon

by Ida Kar, 1956

Bridget Riley

by Ida Kar, 1963



too well with Mal and he politely excused

himself from the meeting. Ida never met

The Beatles, but over the next two years,

while freelancing for Dereck Taylor at Apple

Corps, I was privileged to meet them all.

CF What happened to KarSEC?

LS Regrettably, Ida’s plans were too

ambitious for the group, and by 1969

Lawrence, John and I had individually

moved on. I still kept in regular contact with

Ida at Rex Place, and she was delighted when

in 1969 Kodak awarded me a show at their

West End Gallery. Over the years I’ve worked

globally for a variety of companies including

Jaguar, Range Rover, Bentley and Rolls-Royce.

Lawrence Ellar opened his own London

studio, and John Couzins, who died in 2009,

specialised in advertising photography and

took music portraits of 1970s subjects such

as Supertramp and Kiss.

CF Do you have a favourite Ida Kar

photograph or favourite memory of her?

LS Over the two years that I knew Ida, she

could be full of ideas and enthusiasm one

moment, but very down the next. Her life was

certainly Bohemian. My favourite photograph

by her is the portrait of Tsugouharu Foujita.

The dolls in the background, with their staring

eyes, add a quite surrealistic ambience to the

shot, quite bizarre, a little like Ida – in the

nicest possible way.
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LS The house was quite lacking in comfort –

there wasn’t even a washing machine – but it

was bursting with works of art from Victor’s

Gallery One, which had closed in 1963. I slept

in a small box-room, stacked with paintings.

But what was missing in home comfort was

more than made up for with Ida’s cooking,

and I recollect being fed on occasions with

fingers of toast spread with caviar for

breakfast.

CF Do you remember any other visitors to

Rex Place?

LS It was in the basement kitchen there

during 1967 that Victor had collaborated with

the American film producer Tony Cox and his

then wife, the artist Yoko Ono, in the making

of the avant-garde film Bottoms.

CF Did you meet The Beatles through Yoko

Ono?

LS Ida rang Yoko about my abstract

photography. Yoko had now become

romantically involved with John Lennon, and

she suggested that I contacted Mal Evans at

The Beatles’ newly formed Apple Corps. My

first commission for Apple was a speculative

design job, using some of my colour abstracts.

When Ida learnt of my initial success with

Mal, she persuaded me to arrange a meeting

between him and KarSEC. During that

meeting Ida insisted that a portrait session

be arranged for her to photograph The

Beatles. Unfortunately, this didn’t go down
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Ida Kar: Bohemian

Photographer

by Clare Freestone and

Karen Wright.

Price £25 (hardback).

Available from the Gallery

Shops and online at

www.npg.org.uk/shop

A transcript of Leslie Smithers’ full account of

his memories regarding Ida Kar is available in

the National Portrait Gallery Archive.

Website links:

www.lessmithersphotography.com

www.johncouzins.org.uk

BELOW RIGHT

Sylvia Syms

by Ida Kar, 1953

BELOW

Tsugouharu Foujita, Paris

by Ida Kar, 1954


